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Our Fifteenth Anniversary
A Time for Celebration and Reflection

O

th
later, Judythe Roth, one
ur story
of the members of this
begins farther back
group, spoke to another
than fifteen years
Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester
local cancer support
ago. The seeds of this
organization were
A nn i v e r s a ry group. Judyth made
quite an impression, and
originally sown in
members of the group who heard her
1993, when several members of a
that day merged with the Coalition,
local cancer support group found
reorganizing and moving onward in
they shared much common ground
a brand new direction.
as they faced breast cancer, and
On July 2, 1997, the new group
decided to branch off and form a
held its first meeting at the home
new group specifically for those
of Sylvia Cappellino. Sylvia and
with the disease. They called
themselves the Breast Cancer
continued on page 6
Coalition of Rochester. Four years
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By Pat Battaglia

Holly Anderson

2012.

As we celebrate the fifteenth anniversary of our organization
we are, frankly, surprised we are still here. In February of 1999, during my
fortieth year, I was diagnosed with Stage III breast cancer. I was shocked,
bewildered, stunned, devastated, frightened - but most of all, I was angry.
We are so close, I was told. We are within five years, they said.
The months and years have passed and, with each turn of the calendar
page, we wonder how long it will be before we hear the news: “It’s here. It’s
HERE. The END of breast cancer!” A cure is not enough. We want to end it to prevent breast cancer from happening altogether. How will we get there?
We have already begun. The Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester
collaborates with many organizations that share the ultimate goal of ending
breast cancer - groups such as Breast Cancer Action, the Breast Cancer Fund,
and the National Breast Cancer Coalition. The last of these has a plan: Breast
Cancer Deadline 2020. Launched in the summer of 2010, this initiative
challenges everyone to change the conversation. Advocates are eager to lead
scientists, researchers, the media and policy makers into meaningful discussions
about what it will take to end breast cancer in this decade. Not surprisingly,
many stakeholders were initially reluctant to accept this view. What will it take,
they wondered, as they met last summer to develop research plans, an outline of
objectives, a basic work plan and a timeline for developing a preventative breast
cancer vaccine. Groups of scientists from academia and industry, along with
regulators, healthcare providers, clinicians and advocates focused on many key
areas. They are unwilling to hear less than their goal: End it.
Learning to prevent the spread of breast cancer (metastasis) to other parts
of the body is another goal of Breast Cancer Deadline 2020. Breast cancer
doesn’t kill 40,000+ people in our country each year. Metastatic breast cancer
does. The NBCC’s Summit on Prevention of Metastatic Breast Cancer last
August was a significant step toward developing the research necessary to
understand how metastasis happens. Read all about this effort, and many
others, at BreastCancerDeadline2020.org
What will happen when breast cancer is finally eradicated? Will jobs
be lost? Will machines groan to a halt? Will drugs gather dust? What about
the providers of services that are no longer needed? I can assure you that
scientists, researchers, radiologists, diagnosticians, surgeons, nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, nurses, radiation technologists, pathologists, dosimetrists,
pharmacists, and the rest of us will REJOICE! Ending breast cancer, once
and for all, will send us all into the streets screaming, “FINALLY! We did it!”
Imagine that.
Changing long-held beliefs and messages is not easy. Those behind
Breast Cancer Deadline 2020 know this. But we are forging ahead. The
Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester will join hundreds of other grassroots,
community-based organizations from around the country in Washington DC
this spring. Listen. You will hear the roar of thousands as we carry Accelerating
the End of Breast Cancer Act (HR 3067) to Capitol Hill on May 8, 2012.
This is the beginning of the end of breast cancer. Are you with us? h
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husband had planned a day trip to
ike so many others before her
the Corning Glass Museum with
and since, Alison Currie first walked
their two daughters. Alison excused
through the door of the Coalition
herself from the trip and went for her
in 2004 confused, her mind racing
mammogram. Her husband knew
with questions. But her concerns
were not for herself; she had never
slower than her first run in 2004. In the reason, but her daughters did not.
At the imaging center, films were
faced a breast cancer diagnosis. She
January of 2006, Alison had been
was seeking information for her
diagnosed with breast cancer. What made, ultrasonic imaging performed,
and several biopsies taken. Alison
mother-in-law, who was fighting
a difference a year can make.
metastatic breast cancer. Her struggle
The previous December, Alison returned home to await the news she
felt was inevitable. When the phone
had spurred Alison’s visit. An avid
had consulted with her general
call came it confirmed her worst
runner, Alison had also come to
surgeon for a hernia repair. This
sign up for the Pink Ribbon Run
particular surgeon, leaving no stone suspicions – breast cancer. Alison
and Family Fitness Walk in support
unturned, routinely does a physical returned to the imaging center for
more testing and an MRI, which
of her mother-in-law. While in the
exam for his patients as part of the
pinpointed a potentially cancerous
office that day, she spoke with Holly preoperative workup. For female
lymph node. Shortly afterward,
Anderson, who kindly took the time patients, this includes , with the
Alison shared this news with her
to address the difficult questions
patient’s consent, a breast exam.
daughters and the rest of her
weighing heavily on Alison’s
family. They rallied behind
mind; mainly how her
“It’s
always
farther
than
it
looks.
her for the journey to come.
mother-in-law, or anybody
It’s always taller than it looks.
Already acquainted
else for that matter, could
And
it’s
always
harder
than
it
looks.
with her mother-in-law’s
have breast cancer somewhere
~The three rules of mountaineering
medical oncologist, Alison
other than their breast.
wasted no time in consulting
A year later, Alison
with him and her general
missed the race due to an
surgeon, and moved on to the first
Achilles Tendonitis injury. She
Alison wasn’t worried. She was in
volunteered at the event, glad to be able excellent condition; she had an active phase of her journey: surgery. After
to do something tangible in support
lifestyle and good nutritional habits. much consideration, it was clear that
of her mother-in law as well as helping She had gotten a clean bill of health a mastectomy was her best choice.
Because her surgeon was leaving for a
the Coalition, an organization that had from her gynecologist six months
vacation in Spain, her procedure was
helped her at a time of frustration and prior. But during the exam, the
bewilderment.
surgeon found an area in one of her scheduled for the day after his return.
On the eve of the operation, the
Another year passed. This time, breasts that seemed suspicious; one
Alison could not run for a very
Alison was unable to detect herself. surgeon phoned Alison to reassure
different reason. Bearing the scars of He quickly set the wheels in motion her that, yes, he was back in town
and would see her the following day.
her own mastectomy and sporting
for a mammogram the following
The surgery went smoothly.
a PICC line for chemotherapy
day. Alison felt fearful but knew
infusions in her arm, she walked
what she had to do.
the 5K race, finishing 471st out of
It was during the winter recess
627 in a time of 33:46; ten minutes
Continued on page 18
from school, and she and her
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BEHIND THE HEADLINES

???

By Pat Battaglia

Making Sense of Health
Reports in the Media

It’s said by some that we live in the Information

Age. With ready access to an abundance of different
media, knowledge of all sorts finds its way to our
doorsteps, computer screens, mailboxes, and more.
Much of what we gather through the media is
constructive and very necessary. It’s quite helpful to
know what Mother Nature will be sending our way
in the form of weather. Voters cannot make informed
choices without knowledge of the issues. To understand
our world enables us to participate fully in it. Much
information that, a decade or two ago, would have taken
many hours of diligent investigation to uncover, is a
mouse-click away. Life in this day and age definitely
has its pluses. However, arriving hand-in-hand with the
practical and valuable messages are those of questionable
4

origin and dubious benefit. With so much information
so readily available, it begs the question: how do we find
the truth among the many voices, some quite loud and
insistent, vying for our attention?
Health care topics constitute a good portion of
media coverage, sometimes sparking controversy. A
furor was ignited in November of 2009 when the US
Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) issued revised
breast cancer screening guidelines. (1) Overturning
previous guidelines issued by the agency in 2002 that
recommended yearly mammograms beginning at age
forty, the new evidence-based guidelines called for
biennial mammograms beginning at age fifty for women
continued on page 5

reflections from nbcc

who do not exhibit any signs or symptoms of breast
cancer. The revised protocol called for an end to routine
screenings at age seventy-four. For those under fifty,
the task force recommended a personalized approach to
screening based on individual need. Both the American
Cancer Society and the American College of Radiology
have stated strong opposition to the updated USPSTF
recommendations, and stand in support of the original
guidelines. Some advocacy groups, including Breast
Cancer Action, the National Women’s Health Network
and the National Breast
Cancer Coalition, have
*Relative risk is different
supported the new
from absolute risk. For
approach. How can one
example, if the five-year risk
make informed health
of recurrence for a person
care choices regarding
receiving a conventional
breast cancer screening
treatment for breast cancer
in the face of this
is 10 in 100 (10%), and a
apparent conflict?
new treatment is introduced
A year later, another
that reduces that risk to 5 in
report rocked the boat
100 (5%), the relative risk
in the breast cancer
of recurrence is the ratio of
community. The widely
reported result of an
the two risks. Since 5% is
observational study of
half of 10%, it can be said
nearly 106,000 women
with confidence that the new
enrolled in the Nurses
treatment reduces the risk
Health Study showed
of recurrence by 50%, or by
a slight increase in
half. The absolute difference
breast cancer risk across
can be found by simply
all ages with regular
subtracting
the two risks:
consumption of any
10%-5%=5%. It can thus be
amount of alcoholic
said with equal confidence
drinks, regardless of the
that the new therapy
type of beverage. Having
reduced
the 5-year risk of
the equivalent of three
recurrence by 5%. Which is
to six glasses of wine per
more accurate? In truth, both
week raised the relative
risk* of breast cancer
are important pieces of a
by 15 percent. That risk
complex puzzle.
rose with increasing
amounts of alcohol consumption.(2) In another story,
The Journal of Women’s Health recently reported on a
study conducted at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center that
concluded red wine may actually have a protective effect
against breast cancer for premenopausal women. White
wine did not appear to have a similar benefit.(3) For
continued on page 22

As the Clock is Ticking… Another Diagnosis
By Patti Cataldi

I

received a text message last night from my good
friend Shelley, concerning Lauren, her sister-in-law.
January 28, 2012 7:12 PM: “Just got news John’s sister
was diagnosed with Stage 1 breast cancer….just so
stunned and sad.”
It has been nine months since I attended the
National Breast Cancer Coalition’s Conference in
Washington, DC. As our group from the Coalition
listened to the first of many presentations, we learned
of a new initiative, Breast Cancer Deadline 2020.
Fran Visco, the President of NBCC, announced the
organization was drawing a line in the sand to end breast
cancer by 2020. I remember thinking how extremely
ambitious and unrealistic that seemed. Then I heard
her say, “So what if we fail, we already have!” It became
clear to me that although we have made great strides in
the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, we have
failed - we have failed to end it. Since the war on cancer
was first announced in 1971, there have been billions
of dollars raised for research and treatment. In 1991 in
this country, 119 women died of breast cancer every day.
In 2010, it was estimated that 110 women died of the
disease every day. Could anyone consider that success?
We are bombarded with studies announcing new
causes and possible cures for cancer. It seems that the
more we learn, the more complex the disease becomes,
and it appears less likely that a cure will be found.
Rather than push for a cure, the new conversation is
about prevention of the primary disease of breast cancer,
and the causes and prevention of metastases. The new
initiative involves using all the knowledge that has
been gained in the past 40 years, bringing scientists
and advocates to the table to foster an interdisciplinary
approach with the sole purpose of ending breast cancer.
Dr. Peter Lee of Stanford University presented
information about the Artemis Project, a research
continued on page 23
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Fifteenth Anniversary continued

Judyth were joined by Harriet
Susskind-Rosenblum, Maurine
Johnson, Marcia Gittelman, Linda
Gottwald, Shirley Falvo, Mary Jo
D’Angelo, Carmella Richards, Janet
Smith, Jackie Buck, and Kathy
Chiavaroli - our founding members.
These women, joined by others in
the months to follow, established
a mission for the Coalition that
revolved around three goals:
education, advocacy, and research.
The name of the original group was
kept, but its members were poised to
blaze a new trail. By September, the
women had a display table ready for
the Highland Hospital Luncheon.

The Coalition was rapidly
outgrowing its meeting quarters
located in the basement of Valley
Manor on East Avenue, and
members sought a permanent
location. Sandra Maggio Monahan,
who took a 3-month sabbatical from
her job at American Express to lead
the organization, used her expertise
to further refine the Coalition’s
goals and assist in finding office
space. Under Sandra’s guidance and
with the help of State Senator James
Alesi, an office was located on Park
Avenue. Advocates traveled to both
Washington and Albany to learn
about the issues surrounding breast

braved the pouring rain at St. John
Fisher College in high spirits despite
the dismal weather, showing their
support and raising funds. Deborah
Bonsignore became the Event
Director and has spearheaded the
effort every year since.
Barb Pifer, the first office
manager, was hired in the summer
of 2002, and oversaw the move into
the organization’s new location on
University Avenue. The Coalition
opened the doors of its expanded
office in September of that year,
and this has been its center of
activity ever since. Under Holly’s
direction, and with Joyce Wichie
now serving as Chair of the
Board, support programs
These women, joined by others in the months to follow,
bloomed, including Brown
established a mission for the Coalition that revolved
Bag Fridays, an informal
around three goals: education, advocacy, and research. lunch group that continues to
meet each week. With room to
hold the evening seminars and
They knew they were a force to be
cancer and have their voices heard
other support programs, the Coalition
reckoned with when Dr. Susan Love, by lawmakers. With the Founders
became a hub of activity. Capitalizing
the guest speaker, mentioned their
at the helm, Holly began her role as
on the momentum, members launched
newly formed organization.
Executive Director two weeks after
our Pink Ribbon Gala: ARTrageous
Membership kept growing in 1998, the World Trade Center crumbled
Affair! Artists donated chairs, stools,
including, among other extraordinary
on 9/11/01, and just as Terri was
benches, anything anyone could sit
women, Terri Schmitt, the Town
facing a new turn in her own breast
on, which they had decorated and
Supervisor of Rush, and Kathy Clark,
cancer path.
enlivened in their own personal styles,
President of Clark Moving & Storage.
In 2002, with Phyllis Connelly
to be auctioned off. The wide variety
Holly Anderson, our current Executive now Chair of the Board, the pinch
of items in the auction is a dazzling
Director, and Phyllis Connelly turned
of the Coalition’s small office
display of the commitment of local
to the Coalition in 1999 after their
space grew tighter. In April of that
artists to fight this disease and has
own diagnoses, seeking support and
year, Terri Schmitt and another
become an event we all look forward
answers. All four filled a number of
beloved longtime member of the
to each year. Patti Cataldi, now in her
significant roles in the organization,
organization, Nancy Infantino, were third year of chairing this event has
including Chair of the Board. It was
lost to the disease. As members of
needed to take on a Co-Chair, Jessica
a time of tremendous growth, and
the Coalition reeled in deep pain,
Barbour, this year as she has moved
Coalition members struggled with
their resolve to forge ahead grew
into the position of Chair of the Board,
important decisions about how large
stronger. Breast cancer was a foe to
replacing Joyce after eight years.
the organization would become, and to be reckoned with, and the women
The founding members had
refine its stated goals and mission. Terri and men of the Coalition were
dreamed of funding local researchers
and Kathy’s professional experience
willing to meet it head on. Mother’s in an effort to see dollars donated
was invaluable in guiding the group
Day that year saw the initiation of
for that purpose stay in our region.
through this period. Phyllis is known to the Pink Ribbon Run & Family
The first request for proposals for
continued on page 9
this day as “The Queen Mum”.
Fitness Walk. Runners and walkers
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A

wards

The Andrew and Helen Pluta Family
Recipient of the 2011 Advocate’s Spirit Award
The Coalition presents this award
annually to recognize the efforts and
accomplishments of the individual(s)
whose work best exemplifies the spirit of
the breast cancer advocate. As the 2011
recipients of this award, the Pluta family
was recognized at our ARTrageous Affair
in October, and in the prior issue of this
newsletter. Regrettably, an early draft
of the article on the Pluta family was
inadvertently placed in the newsletter.
This first draft contained several errors.
These have been corrected, with deep
apologies from the Coalition Editorial
Staff, in the following article.
Melinda Goldberg presenting the Pluta family with their award.

T

he Pluta Cancer Center was established at the
Genesee Hospital in 1975 by a grant from Andrew
Pluta and his two brothers. They were inspired by the
experience of their father, Wasyl Pluta, who suffered
terribly and eventually succumbed to cancer while only
in his fifties. With the vision of developing a cancer
treatment center that would provide the highest standard
of care while remaining focused on the experience
of the patient, the Pluta family funded the initiation
and gradual expansion of a facility located within
Genesee Hospital. A warm, compassionate atmosphere
greeted the patients of the Pluta Family Cancer Center.
As the hospital’s very first cancer treatment facility
flourished and grew, it became a valuable resource for
comprehensive, multidisciplinary cancer care in the
Rochester community. When the Genessee Hospital
closed its doors in 2001, the Pluta family – under the
leadership and heartfelt persistence of Andrew and Helen
Pluta – worked to keep the center open in its location
within the former hospital. The physicians, nurses, and
patients, committed to seeing the Pluta Cancer Center

endure, provided much needed moral, and in some cases,
monetary support. The center continued in its original
location for two years as the Pluta family persevered in
their search for a more stable situation. What ensued
was a two year period of hard work, dedication, and
determined persistence for the Pluta family as they
sought and eventually found a suitable site in which the
center could continue. During this time, the original
vision gradually expanded to encompass the concept of
an independent, non-profit cancer center.
In 2003, the Pluta Cancer Center moved into its
current location on Red Creek Drive in Henrietta.
Faced with the many demands of maintaining a nonprofit cancer center, the Pluta family, along with the
physicians, nurses, other practitioners and staff at the
facility, remain true to their mission of caring for those
diagnosed with cancer while honoring the humanity of
those affected by it. The Pluta Cancer Center provides
everything from sophisticated technology and cuttingedge expertise to compassionate, patient-centered care
continued on page 23
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iving With Advanced
Breast Cancer
Programs

COMMON
GROUND
A time to gather for those living
with metastatic breast cancer
Thursday
Support Group
The Living with Metastatic
Breast Cancer Support Group is
designed to lend support to those
who are coping with a diagnosis
of advanced breast cancer. This
group is led by Peg DeBaise,
LMFT. The group meets the 2nd
and 4th Thursday mornings at
9:30am each month at the BCCR.
There is no need to RSVP - just
come when you can!

"To be
alive, to be
able to see,
to walk, to
have houses,
music,
paintings
- it's all a
miracle. I
have adopted
the technique
of living life
miracle to
miracle."
- Arthur Rubinstein
8

13 Facts Everyone
Should Know About
Metastatic Breast Cancer
From the Metastatic Breast Cancer Network

1
2
3.

No one dies from breast cancer that remains in the
breast. The lump itself is not what kills. The metastasis of
cancerous cells to a vital organ is what kills.

.

Metastasis refers to the spread of cancer to
different parts of the body, typically bones,
liver, lungs and brain.
Treatment for metastatic
An estimated 155,000
breast cancer is lifelong, and
Americans are currently living
focuses on control and quality
with metastatic breast cancer.
of life vs. curative intent.
Metastatic breast cancer accounts
(Treatable but unbeatable.)
for approximately 40,000 deaths
annually in the U.S.
About 6% to 10% of people
are Stage IV from their initial
diagnosis.
Between
20% to 30%
Early detection is not a cure. Metastatic
of people
breast cancer can occur any time after
initially
a person’s original diagnosis, even if the
diagnosed
patient was initially Stage O, I. II or III
with regional stage
despite getting annual checkups and
disease will develop
annual mammograms.
metastatic breast cancer.

.

.

5

6.

7
.

8

4
.

Young people do get
metastatic breast cancer.

.

10.

11

.

Treatment choices for MBC are guided by hormone
(ER/PR) and HER2 receptor status, location and
extent of metastasis (visceral vs. non-visceral), previous
treatment and other factors.

Metastatic breast
.
cancer isn’t an automatic

death sentence. Although
most people will ultimately
die of their disease, some can
live long and productive lives.

13.

9

There are many different kinds
of metastatic breast cancer.

12.

There are no hard and fast
prognostic statistics for metastatic
breast cancer. Everyone’s situation
is unique, but according to the
American Cancer Society, the 5
year survival rate for stage IV is
around 20%.

October 13th is National Metastatic Breast Cancer Awareness
Day. To learn more about this as well as resources specifically for
people with metastatic breast cancer, see www.mbcn.org. Your
support is appreciated on October 13th and throughout the year.

Fifteenth Anniversary continued

worked with
us to hold the
Cindy Dertinger
Advanced Breast
Cancer Seminar:
Tools for the
Journey in her
honor. The first
of these seminars
was held in 2004,
and it has become
an annual event.
Others have
been lost to the
Ribbon cutting ceremony for the office on Park Avenue with Senator Jim Alesi
disease through
the years – sadly, too many to name
our Breast Cancer Research Initiative
was filed in 2002. A Research Advisory – and we carry the memory of each
person in our hearts as we move
Board formed and reviewed proposals,
and awarded its first grant of $25,000 to toward the day when these losses no
Mesut Muyam, Ph.D., of the University longer occur. Also in 2004, a Program
Coordinator was hired to manage the
of Rochester. To this day, we work to
expanding offerings and increasing
keep the founders’ dream alive. Over
numbers of those taking advantage of
the next seven years, the Coalition
them. Brown Bag Lunches, Evening
awarded over $275,000 to regional
Seminars, and a Metastatic Support
scientists. After a hiatus, the research
group were central to our daily
initiative is back and stronger than
operations. Today, the Coalition has
ever before. The first golf tournament
four full-time and four part-time
was held, also in 2002, called “Tee’d
staff members and myriad volunteers
Off at Breast Cancer.” Co-Chaired
who assist in every aspect of the
by Lee Cordero and Sean Patton, the
organization.
event was a successful fundraising and
Advocacy efforts intensified in
community-building event. It is now a
2005 when the Neighbor Notification
regular part of our summer schedule,
Law came before the Monroe County
and Lee and Sean have become
Legislature. It had been considered in
treasured friends of the organization.
years past and defeated, but this time,
Later in 2002, Harriet Susskindthings were different. Maggie Brooks,
Rosenblum succumbed to her breast
the County Executive, changed
cancer, as did Cindy Dertinger, also
the tone of the conversation when
known as “the Energizer Bunny.”
she announced her support for the
Harriet was a college professor and
bill, which required that neighbors
poet, and the many beautiful words
of properties sprayed for weed and
she left behind have been a source
pest control be notified in advance.
of comfort and inspiration to many.
Mindful of the environmental
In her honor, we present the Harriet
link to cancer, members of the
Susskind-Rosenblum Advocate’s
Advocacy Committee called out for
Spirit Award to a worthy community
recipient each year at the gala. Cindy’s the participation of those within
family and her employer, M&T Bank the organization and from the
community at large, asking all to go
were so moved by her loss that they

before the legislature and speak in
support of the bill. The response was
overwhelming, and the bill passed. It
was a landmark success for Advocacy.
2005 also saw the initiation of
several new programs, including Gentle
Yoga, the Sister Sak Project, Voices
and Vision, and the Young Survivor
Soiree. These have since evolved. Sister
Sak grew to become the PALS Project
in 2008, connecting those who are
newly diagnosed with mentors who
have walked the same road. Voices
and Vision, a writing program, is
now facilitated by a revolving list of
community professionals. Gentle Yoga
participants have learned to respond
immediately to messages announcing
new sessions of this popular program, as
classes fill quickly. Young survivors still
gather four times a year for some much
needed networking and support at their
Soirees.
The first annual Terri Schmitt
Legislative Reception was held in the
summer of 2005. Legislators from
the local, state, and federal levels
were invited to meet in a casual
setting with survivors. It provides a
unique opportunity to put a human
face behind the disease for those in
a position to consider laws that deal
with the concerns of those facing the
diagnosis, and for those in our survivor
community to meet their lawmakers.
The participation of Terri’s family adds
deep meaning to this event, which has
taken place on a yearly basis since, and
the heartfelt words spoken by one of her
family members during these evenings
remind everyone in the room of the
reasons we hold this yearly gathering.
The Healing Arts Initiative began
in January of 2010, incorporating a
revolving series of classes in such health
promoting activities as Qi Gong,
Tai Chi, Fluid Motion, and Yoga
throughout the year. Those seeking
continued on page 20
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O

ur Programs at the Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester... all FREE of charge!
BC 101

This program provides information and support to those who are coping with a breast cancer diagnosis. The
goals of the program are to assist participants in managing the complex tasks and emotions of a breast cancer
diagnosis and to empower women to be their own self-advocates as they
proceed through treatment, recovery and survivorship. Our professional
facilitators are eager to provide a safe, comfortable atmosphere where
information can be absorbed and assimilated, while formulating a
strategy for coping with each individual’s breast cancer experience.

Tuesday Night Breast Cancer Support
Group

Brown Bag Fridays

This discussion-based support group, led by Claire
Gladwell, RN, meets regularly here at the Coalition.
Join with others coping with a diagnosis of breast
cancer, share your experiences and lend your support. We meet every three weeks on Tuesday evenings from 5:30 to 7 pm.
Though no registration is required, please call for the next meeting date.

Thursday Night Breast Cancer Support
Group

This discussion-based support group, led by Peg
DeBaise, LMFT, meets bi weekly and is perfect
for those who are newly diagnosed with breast
cancer, or for those within the first two years
following the end of treatment. Meets the 1st
and 3rd Thursday of the month from 5:30-7:00
p.m. This is an open support group- no registration required.

Friends & Family Support Group

For those who have a friend,
partner, or family member who has
been diagnosed with breast cancer, we
extend an invitation to a special group
designed to offer support and guidance.
This group, led by Peg DeBaise LMFT,
meets on the second Thursday of each month from 5:30 until 7:00PM.
When the caregiver (male or female, any age) needs support, we’re here
for you! An RSVP is appreciated, as light refreshments will be served,
but don’t let the fact that you haven’t called in advance keep you away.
Please call 473-8177 for more information or to RSVP.

At the Breast Cancer Coalition!
Any given Friday at noon finds a
group of women conversing over
anything from the latest research
on Herceptin to our own locallyfunded research initiatives… from
hair loss to funky re-growth...from
neoadjuvant therapy to the latest
clinical trials…from acid reflux to
exercise...from recurring dreams
to friends and family’s behavior…
from prosthetics to bathing suits…
from American Idol to The Amazing Race…and on and on. Feel free
to bring your lunch and BCCR will
provide delectable desserts.
This is a non-traditional support
group, which is exactly what many
of us have been looking for. Brown
Bag is a drop-in program. There is
no need to call ahead. 		

For information regarding our programs offered for those living with advanced
breast cancer, please see page 9.
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For more information or to register for our programs, please call the BCCR at (585) 473-8177
Book Club

Peer Advocates Lending
Support: P.A.L.S. SM

What if a traditional support group isn’t for you, but
you still like the idea of participating in a supportive
community following a breast cancer diagnosis? Join
our Book Club! The Book Club meets on the 4th
Thursday of the month, from 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Participation is limited and sign-up is required. To
reserve your seat, learn the next book selection, or to
suggest a book, call Tracey at 473-8177.

PAL S PROJECT
Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester

Peer advocacy is at the core
of the philosophy behind the
Breast Cancer Coalition of
Rochester. In that spirit, we have
developed the PALS Program.
The concept of this program is
simple: individual breast cancer
survivors reach out to those who
are new to the disease, providing
a foundation of caring through
one-to-one contact, helping
them to connect to resources in
the community, and working
hard to instill confidence in
the face of a difficult situation.
Please call to learn how you can
become involved as a mentor, or
if you would like to be enrolled
in the program after your own
diagnosis to receive some much
needed support and a pack of
goodies.

Voices & Vision:
A Writing Workshop for
People with Breast Cancer

This program gives people with breast
cancer an opportunity to explore and
express their feelings through writing. The
warm and supportive group is led by a professional instructor. Not only has writing proven to be very therapeutic
for breast cancer survivors, but this program is much loved by participants.
Workshops run in five week cycles on Tuesday evenings and advanced
registration is required. This workshop is limited to 12 participants.

Gentle Yoga
On Monday evenings, you can find women stretched
out on our floor doing Gentle Yoga taught by
Susan Meynadasy, a registered yoga trainer. Yoga
sessions began in Spring 2005 and have been in high
demand ever since. Sessions run in six week cycles and
the class is limited to 14 breast cancer survivors.
Advanced registration is required.

Young Survivor Soiree

What is a young survivor? Only an individual can determine whether or not the term
fits. It could apply to a woman of any age, but it usually refers to those between the ages of
20 and 50. A young survivor can identify with those who have been dealt a breast cancer
blow in the midst of a career climb, or while raising children; or perhaps with those whose
family plans have been derailed by breast cancer treatment. Four times a year, young
survivors gather at the Breast Cancer Coalition for our Young Survivor Soirees. These gettogethers are an informal way to meet and hang out with other survivors who have faced a
similar journey. The next meeting date is Friday, June 1st, from 6 to 8PM. Please call if you
have any questions, or to RSVP.
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Tracey
Dello Stritto
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“The first step towards
getting somewhere is to
decide that you are not
going to stay where you are”
- by John Pierpont Morgan

ith the arrival of Spring, the
various programs offered here at the
Coalition are in full swing. As we
plan, announce and execute our many
different offerings, two very specific and
unique programs come to my mind.
This year, we will once again
host the Annual Cindy L. Dertinger
Advanced Breast Cancer Seminar:
Tools for the Journey. This halfday event is in its ninth year, and
specifically focuses on providing hope
and information to those living with
metastatic breast cancer. Each year, the
seminar features a panel of medical
professionals and metastatic breast
cancer survivors who speak on a variety
of topics. The professional presenters
for this year’s seminar include Dr. Meri
Atanas from the Lipson Cancer Center
speaking on “Radiation Therapy for
Metastatic Breast Cancer;” Joanna
Lipp, Nutritionist from the Wilmot
Cancer Center, and her presentation
entitled “Survivor Salad: Does
Nutrition Matter;” and Dr. Michelle
Shayne from the Wilmot Cancer
Center, who will bring us up to speed
on “Updates & Trends in Medical
Treatments.” Dr. Alexander Solky from
Interlakes Oncology will moderate
the afternoon’s events. This seminar
was created nine years ago in memory
of Cindy L. Dertinger, a friend and
colleague of M&T Bank who fought
with determined strength to live a full
and healthy life with advanced breast
cancer. Although this is a path no one
chooses, we strive to empower those
who find themselves on this road with
12

the best resources and information
available to make the most informed
and educated decisions possible. The
community is welcome to attend this
free seminar held at the Memorial
Art Gallery. The date is March 30th
from 1-5PM, with a reception for all
to follow. While there is no charge to
attend, seating is limited and RSVP is
required. Please call Connie or Tracey
at 473-8177 to reserve your seat today.
Another fantastic program that
we are very excited about is the arrival
of chef and cookbook author, Nancy
Waldeck. Chef Nancy will be here
for our May evening seminar on
Wednesday, May 23 at 7pm. Nancy
hails from Atlanta, Georgia, where
she holds healthy cooking classes for
corporate groups and cancer centers classes that center on an imaginative
and fun approach. We first heard
of Chef Nancy when two of our
young survivors attended the Young
Survivor Coalition Conference and
signed up for a seat in her workshop.
Upon their return, the pair shared
that the simple, fun, and healthy style
of Chef Nancy was inspirational and
exciting. Good food CAN be easy! A
breast cancer survivor herself, Nancy
“enjoys translating ordinary foods into
extraordinary delicious healthy fare.”
After facing this diagnosis, some may
begin to rethink their nutritional habits.
We’re thrilled that Chef Nancy will be
here in May to encourage and educate
our community that “good food doesn’t
have to be hard”. She has recently
published a cookbook, Taste and Savor;

alued Volunteers

PAL S PROJECT
Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester

To learn more about our
support programs and the
information available at
BCCR, please call Tracey at
585-473-8177.

Are you on our
mailing list?

Is your e-mail address
and/or phone number
a part of our listing?
Please send us your information for our mailing list so
that we can offer e-mail news
as well as print news.
Send your information
(full address or just your
other details) to
Tracey Dello Stritto at
tracey@bccr.org
Thanks!
Delicious Healthy Recipes & Tasty Wine
Tips. Copies will be available for sale
when we welcome Chef Nancy on May
23rd to an evening where we can listen,
observe, and taste as she imparts some
of her culinary expertise. This program
is open to the community, although
seating is limited. To RSVP, please call
Tracey at 473-8177.
As we continue to develop
programs to meet the needs expressed
by survivors in the community, we
welcome your input and feedback as
we move ever onward. h

Cindy Dykes

S

“Volunteers
are not paid, not
because they are
worthless but
because they
are priceless.”
~ Anonymous

Volunteer
SPOTLIGHT
By Pat Battaglia

“I always wondered why somebody didn’t do something
about that. Then I realized I was somebody.”
- Lily Tomlin

Pamela
Bernstein
Pamela Bernstein’s life

pring is in the air and that means we are gearing
up for another busy season of health fairs, festivals and
major fundraising events, starting with the Pink Ribbon
Run & Family Fitness Walk on Mother’s Day, May 13.
has been forever altered by
We have already been involved in six health fairs
breast cancer. She witnessed
this year, and wish to extend thanks to Jean Lazeroff
as her mother underwent
and Marianne Sargent for attending one at Concentrix
a radical mastectomy and
on January 16. We are also grateful to Nancy Germond
radiation treatments after receiving a diagnosis. Then,
and Betty Miller for representing the Coalition at the
with twenty-one disease-free years behind her, the
University of Rochester’s annual Health and Wellness
cancer returned and, sadly, Pam’s mother eventually
Fair on January 26. We had great feedback from the
passed away. One of Pam’s sisters has also been
U of R on the compliments they received about the
diagnosed and treated for breast cancer, and is alive
information provided by our
and well today. A beloved sister-inrepresentatives.
law who received a breast cancer
There are many
We also wish to extend our
diagnosis has succumbed to the
opportunities for
gratitude to the volunteers who
disease. But steadfast in spite of the
take time to attend community
volunteering throughout the
unrelenting presence of breast cancer
fundraising events that benefit
year at the Breast Cancer
in her life, Pam has chosen to take
the Coalition. A big “thank you” Coalition.
action.
goes to Tom and Lori McJury
In 2003, Pam teamed up
for going to a check presentation
with Jane Gordon, who wanted
by the Churchville Chili Varsity
to create a cookbook to celebrate
Hockey Team at one of their home games in January,
the deep, meaningful friendships she experienced
and to Connie Schmeer and her daughter, Pam, for
with other survivors during her own breast cancer
attending a Kick-A-Thon fundraiser on January 25
journey. The women, along with Randi Winterman
at Grand Master Avent Self Defense and Fitness. We
and several other volunteers, collected hundreds of
appreciate your time and effort.
recipes, including some signature recipes from local
There are many opportunities for volunteering
restaurants. They collaborated with generous donors
throughout the year at the Breast Cancer Coalition. You
as the book, “Bosom Buddies: Friends Feeding
can choose from daytime, evening and weekend events
Friends” took shape and was published. Sold at
to fit your schedule. If you are interested in working a
the Coalition and a number of local outlets, the
shift at one of the upcoming festivals, keep in mind that
cookbook generated proceeds that were instrumental
the Lilac Festival runs from May 11th through the 20th
in building the Resource Center that now occupies a
and the Park Avenue Fest will be held on August 4th
portion of the main room here at the Coalition.
and 5th. If you prefer a more active role, please consider
Pam has helped with the ARTrageous affair
helping out with the Pink Ribbon Run & Walk, the
on many levels. Working diligently on the Artists
“Tee’d Off at Breast Cancer” Golf Tournament (July
Reception Committee, Pam helped ensure the
30th) or the ARTrageous Affair Gala (October 6th). We
smooth running of an event that leads up to the yearly
have something for everyone! h
continued on page 20
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Local Spring Foods:
Well Worth the Search
Article by Sonya Bentovich, NOFA-NY Intern, University of Rochester, Class of 2012

L

iving in the Rochester, New York area, we are lucky to boast four very dynamic and unique seasons. But finding
locally grown foods in all seasons can sometimes be daunting. Eating local foods is a given in the summer, too good to pass
up in the fall, and fairly convenient in the winter (when the summer’s bounty has been properly stored, canned or frozen).
It is in the spring that tracking down locally grown foods requires a bit more determination. In efforts to make it through
the (historically) long and unforgiving Rochester winter, you may have gone through more of your stored food than you had
intended, and the new season’s crops have not yet sprung up. To assist you, our friends at the Northeast Organic Farming
Association of New York (NOFA-NY) have compiled a list of tips to help you enjoy fresh and nutritious, food this spring
while supporting a local and sustainable food system!
Visit the Highland Park
Winter Farmers Market!
This farmers market hosts a range
of fresh and local foods every
Wednesday from 3-6pm until May
2nd. The market is located inside of
the Cornell Cooperative Extension
Building at 249 Highland Avenue.
There are new vendors and products
each week, so stop by to find some
of the finest and tastiest foods
in the greater Rochester region.
For more info and for updates
about the market check out www.
highlandwintermarket.com
Find organic on the go with the
Farmshed 2.0 Smartphone App.
This app lets you search, browse and
locate hundreds of local farms, food
producers and farmer’s markets in
Central New York and the Finger
Lakes. Visit www.farmshedcny.com
and be constantly up to date with
local food trends!
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Join a CSA!
CSA stands for Community
Supported Agriculture and is
a mutual relationship between
people within a community and
local farmers. Here is the big idea:
consumers commit to support local
and sustainable farms by becoming
shareholders of a CSA. This includes
a payment before the growing
season, and once the harvesting
season rolls around, shareholders
receive a weekly ‘share’ of fresh and
regional fruits and vegetables, dairy
and meat. Not only does this
facilitate easy access to extremely
fresh and nutritious food, it creates a
secure local economy and promotes a
bond between farmer and consumer.
The farmer is able to secure a market
for their food and the advance
payment helps ensure the farm’s
cash flow. What could be better
than actually being able to safely say
where your food comes from?
NOFA-NY will be holding
a series of CSA Fairs in different
parts of New York State to educate
about CSAs, promote regional

food, publicize local CSAs and
encourage consumers to become
shareholders. The Rochester CSA
Fair was on March 3rd. However
in Canandaigua, a CSA Fair will
be held on March 31st from 1pm
to 4pm at the Wine and Culinary
Center. For more information visit
www.nofany.org/csafair and help
spread the word.
Each year, NOFA-NY publishes
the Organic Food Guide,
a directory of organic farms and
food businesses in New York State.
More than 700 Certified Organic or
Farmer's PledgeTM farms are listed.
The 2012 guide will be printed in
May and is available at co-ops, stores
and markets across New York State.
The online directory is available year
round at www.nofany.org/directory.
In Rochester, keep your eye out for
local and organic food businesses
such as Donovan Orchards, Flower
City Mushrooms, and many more!

Healthy YOU

The end of May kicks off some
great local summer farmer’s
markets.
In Rochester we are fortunate
enough to be able to find these
markets just about every day of the
week. Markets that particularly
highlight the importance of
delicious, sustainably-grown local
foods are the Brighton Market,
Southwedge Market, and the
Monroe Village Market.
Some local spring foods:
Ramps, rhubarb, asparagus, beet
greens, spinach, turnips, radishes. Other
items that are locally available yearround are eggs, meat, grains and dairy
products (butter, yogurt, cheeses).
This spring, expand your
cooking repertoire by trying a
new local fruit or vegetable!
You can find some great recipes to
start experimenting with on the
NOFA website, http://www.nofany.
org/organic-living/recipes
Here’s a highlight to get those
creative juices flowing and your
mouth watering: Spring Leek and
Asparagus Strata (Recipe at right)
Hope these tips help you spring into
Rochester’s local food system! h
For more information on the organic
movement in NY state or to find local and
organic foods year-round visit NOFA-NY’s
website at www.nofany.org
NOFA-NY, Inc. is an organization of
consumers, gardeners, and farmers working
together to create a sustainable regional
food system which is ecologically sound and
economically viable. Through demonstration
and educational opportunities, we promote
land stewardship, organic food production,
and local marketing. NOFA-NY brings
consumers and farmers closer together to make
high quality food available to all people.
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Spring Leek and Asparagus Strata

*Adapted from "Fontina, Asparagus and Leek Strata" Cooking Light, March 1999
Ingredients:
1 Tbsp. butter
3 C. (1-inch) sliced asparagus (about 1 lb)
2 C. thinly sliced leeks (about 3 small)
3 Tbsp. chopped fresh tarragon
1 tsp. grated lemon rind
3 C. cubed firm french bread
(slightly stale is the best)

1 C. (4 oz) shredded cheddar cheese
1 C. ricotta cheese
2 C. milk
4 large eggs
salt and black pepper to taste

Melt butter in a large nonstick skillet over medium-high heat; add

asparagus and leeks. Saute until tender (about 10 minutes) stirring occasionally.
Stir in tarragon, lemon rind, salt, and pepper. Set aside.
Arrange bread in a single layer in a 13 x 9-inch baking dish. Top bread with half
of asparagus mixture, and sprinkle with 1/2 of cheese. Repeat procedure with the
remaining asparagus mixture, and the remaining 1/2 of cheese.
Combine milk, and eggs, and stir with a whisk until well-blended. Season
with salt and pepper. Pour the milk mixture over strata. Cover strata, and chill
for 8 hours or overnight.
When ready to serve, let strata come to room temperature. Preheat oven to 400°.
Uncover strata. Bake at 400° for 40 minutes or until set. Serves 6.

SPRING STRAWBERRY JAM SALAD
The Dressing Marinade
1/4 C. Strawberry Jam
1/4 C. Balsamic Vinegar
1 tsp. Dijon Mustard
3 Tbsp. Extra Virgin Olive Oil
1/2 tsp. each Sea Salt and
Black Pepper
1 Large Chicken Breast

The Salad
8 C. Spring Greens - Baby Spinach,
Arugula or other Lettuces
1 C. Shredded Red Cabbage
1 C. Shredded Carrots
2 C. sliced Strawberries
4 Oz Goat Cheese, Crumbled
1/4 thinly sliced Green Onions
1/2 C. toasted chopped Almonds

To make the dressing, add the jam, vinegar, mustard and oil to a

jar and shake well. Season with the Sea Salt and pepper. Add 1/2 of the
dressing to a zippy bag with the chicken from the breast. Place in the
fridge for at least 4 hours or overnight. Remove the chicken from the bag,
pat dry and cook on the grill or grillpan. When done, remove from the
grill and let sit for 5-10 minutes. Slice the chicken breast on the bias.
To make the salad, toss together the salad ingredients. Beginning with
half of the remaining dressing, toss the salad, adding more if necessary.
Top the salad with the sliced chicken breast. Serves 6-8.
* A selection from Chef Nancy Waldeck’s new cookbook, Taste and Savor
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HO L I D A Y S
Tom Anderson &
Betty Miller

Steve Argento, Bev Levy &
Assemblyman Harry Bronson

Pat Battaglia, Tracey Dello Stritto, Holly Anderson, Connie Zeller, Susan Meynadasy &
Niki MacIntyre

Marcy Lazio & Phyllis Cotturone

Kevin and Harriet McTighe
Pat Battaglia, Jean Lazeroff & Cindy Garcia

Shawna Poisson
Linda Gaylord & Ann Ellis

Alice Jackson
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Tom & Lori McJury

Maureen & Luke Kingston
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A Personal Journey continued

A chemical engineer with a wide
range of interests, Alison also enjoys
artistic pursuits, one of which is
playing the French horn. Before her
diagnosis, she began rehearsals with a
woodwind quintet, a group she refers
to as her “dream team,” for a January
concert. Despite her unexpected twist
of fate, Alison never missed a beat
and continued rehearsals through a
time full of doctor’s appointments
and difficult decisions. She played
the concert as scheduled, her surgical
drains still in place, hidden by a
baggy shirt.
The next phase of her journey
was chemotherapy. Alison dealt with
the side effects in her characteristic
“can-do” style. When her hair fell
out, she sometimes sported a wig,
sometimes one of her colorful
scarves, or a lovely, turban-style
head covering she found at a Halall
import shop. When the fatigue
became too much, she rested.
Alison’s greatest frustration was that
she could not run. With the PICC
line (a narrow tube inserted into an
arm vein to deliver chemo infusions)
in place, all activities with repetitive
arm motion were forbidden,
including vacuuming and running.
Not willing to sit still for long,
Alison took daily three-mile walks
with her golden retriever, Bess, and
looked forward to the day when she
could finally use her running shoes
for their intended purpose.
Already familiar with the
Coalition from her mother-in-law’s
experiences, Alison knew where
18
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to turn and found much needed
support from the organization
and its programs. She and two
acquaintances from her life B.C.
(before cancer) became friends as
they faced their separate breast
cancer diagnoses, shared their
journals, and attended Brown Bag
lunches together. “There were a lot
of things I learned here,” Alison
recalls of her involvement with the
Coalition. “I learned who to call,
and that I should call, when things
didn’t seem right.”
She continued her active
lifestyle during chemo to the best
of her ability, including concert
performances. The only thing
completely missing from her life
was running. On the day of her last
chemo treatment, the PICC line was
finally removed, and the first thing
Alison did was go for a run. “It was
hard” she recalls, “It was really,
really hard.” She worked back into
it gradually and (mostly) patiently,
knowing her strength would
ultimately return.
After a short break, Alison began
radiation therapy. She tolerated it
fairly well despite extreme fatigue
halfway through treatment. She kept
running, maintained her involvement
in her daughters’ busy lives, continued
playing the horn, and found an outlet
for the mental and emotional toll
of breast cancer through events at
the Coalition. “I really like coming
here,” she says of the Coalition. “I
can talk about it (the cancer and its
emotional toll), leave it here, and walk
unburdened out the door.”
The end of radiation marked
the end of Alison’s outpatient
therapy. Her cancer center has a
large bell in the lobby for patients to
ring in celebration of the completion
of treatment. The day of her final

radiation session was in late August,
and the whole family, including the
golden retriever, gathered in the
lobby to watch Alison ring the bell.
They then piled into a fully packed
car, dropped Bess off at the kennel
(aka camp), and headed straight to
western Massachusetts so her oldest
daughter could begin her freshman
year at Williams College.
Shortly afterward, on Labor
Day, Alison ran a half marathon
“…just to prove to myself that I
could do it again. That was my goal
for the summer.” She ran a second
half marathon in mid September.
The following March, she and a
friend ran a full marathon together
in New York City, Alison’s first
such race since her cancer diagnosis.
There were two more marathons
that year, as well as a couple of
triathlons, and Alison went the
distance each time. As if that wasn’t
enough, Alison joined an expedition
for cancer survivors to climb Mount
Kilimanjaro in Tanzania the
following year. She worked hard to
raise donations for The American
Cancer Society and paid her own
way for the trip. Carrying a banner
signed by Brown Bag participants
and other supporters, she reached
the 19,340 ft. summit of Mount
Kilimanjaro on March 2, 2008.
Never one to rest on her laurels or
sit still for long, Alison completed a
similar trip in 2010 to Mount Everest
in Nepal, where she and a group of
cancer survivors hiked the base camp
region.
Alison is often asked, “Why did
YOU get cancer? You do everything
right.” “The only answer,” Alison
says, “is that there are some things
you can’t control and you just have
to accept it.” Too busy to worry about
continued on page 20

Two Fond Farewells and Two Warm Welcomes

It was with mixed feelings that we received the announcement from our Special

Events and Development Coordinator, Amy Connell, that she would not be returning
after her maternity leave. Amy and her husband, Ryan, welcomed their new son, Will, to
the world on November 20, 2011. Will and his three year old sister, Clara, are the center
of their proud parents’ lives. Amy’s energy, commitment, and sparkle have been a driving
force behind our fundraisers and other events large and small for two years and, though
she will be sorely missed, she has left her mark in our organization and in our hearts. We
wish Amy much joy as she and Ryan watch their young children grow.
Shawna Poisson, who worked closely with Amy on special events, has found work with the
Penfield School District and is no longer an employee of the Coalition. A breast cancer survivor
and long time volunteer with our organization, Shawna’s sunny disposition and hard work will
Amy Connell & Shawna Poisson
be missed by her fellow staff members, even as we look forward to seeing her smiling face at
future events. We hope that life’s adventure will always be good for Shawna, her husband and three daughters. We’re grateful
for her dedication and spirit, as well as her continued presence among us as a volunteer. h

Thanks to the generosity of the Xerox Corporation

and its Social Service Leave Program, and to the spunk
and self-advocacy of Angelina Demyda, we have a
new addition to our staff for one year. Angie, as she’s
affectionately known to us at the Coalition, is a 21-year
employee of Xerox under Local 14-A. Encouraged by
her husband, who is an engineer for the same company,
she applied for the prestigious Social Service Leave
Program, which grants a fully paid leave of absence to
selected employees so they may assist local non-profit
organizations. Angie was thrilled when her request for a year’s leave to work
with the Coalition was granted. So were we.
Angie’s smiling face is a familiar one to many at the Coalition. Diagnosed
in 2009 with breast cancer, she knows first-hand the impact of our programs
and services on the quality of life of those who face this illness. Angie has
participated in and benefitted from some of these programs, and has volunteered
her time to serve on the Advocacy Committee and work our table at local events.
Quickly becoming steeped in the day-to-day workings of our center, Angie
focuses on outreach, helping to connect the Coalition with the community and
get the word out about our programs and services. She represented us at a health
fair at the University of Rochester in January, the first in a list of these events
she will attend during the year. Angie helps prepare for the Brown Bag Friday
support group, and provides her reassuring perspective along with a healthy
dose of laughter to those who attend the group, and to those of us who have the
pleasure of working alongside her. h

With

the departure
of Amy and
Shawna, we
extend a hearty
welcome to
Cindy Dykes,
who graciously filled in for Amy
during her maternity leave. When
Amy’s leave became permanent,
we were thrilled when Cindy agreed to
stay on with us. Cindy’s pleasant, calm
presence belies the often demanding
nature of her job, and we feel lucky
to have her. A breast cancer survivor,
Cindy has been a volunteer for the
Coalition since shortly after her
diagnosis several years ago, and was
featured in the Volunteer Spotlight in
the previous issue of this newsletter.
Her experience and professionalism
make her a perfect fit for her new
position, and her cool, easygoing
manner make working alongside her a
delight. h

Welcome, Angie and Cindy. Here’s to a full and exciting year!
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A Personal Journey continued

things outside of her control, Alison
tries to take charge of what she can. Her
life is a whirlwind of athleticism, music,
and artistic pursuits. She remains active
in the Coalition, attending Brown
Bag lunches as her schedule permits,
volunteering as needed, and has recently
joined the Research Committee. She
is a perceptive mentor in the PALS
Program, extending a listening ear and
helping hand to women new to this
journey, honoring their individuality
and helping to empower them to move
forward. Her empathy shines as brightly
as her many achievements. “Generally,
be kind,” Alison advises, “because
someone may be struggling with
hardships that you don’t know about.”
With her diverse achievements,
Alison’s journey through life has
been remarkable and multifaceted.
She faced her breast cancer diagnosis
with the same spirit that has seen her
through so many challenges. Her
energy, compassion, and willingness
to go above and beyond the ordinary
make Alison a unique and treasured
asset to the Coalition community.
She has climbed mountains, both
literally and figuratively, and
reached her summits smiling and
ready to take on the next adventure.
Undaunted by the three rules of
mountaineering, Alison moves ever
onward, testing her limits and living
life to its fullest.
Move aside, cancer. Alison is in
the room. h

A Surprise Valentine’s Day Serenade for the Coalition

The female a
cappella quartet,
Fusion stopped
by the Coalition
office on
Valentine’s Day
to serenade the
staff with 3 songs.
Charlene Sudore,
a member of the
singing group,
initiated the
visit as a thank
you for all the
help she received
during her own
decision-making
process with breast
cancer.

Volunteer Spotlight continued

gala. She has also been an active member of the gala committee and volunteered
her time to attend the Clothesline Festival, talking with artists and obtaining
items to be auctioned that evening. Pam contributed some of her own artwork to
the auction as well. In fact, as an artist in her own right, she recently had her first
public showing of her pastels at a shop on Rochester’s Park Avenue.
A smiling face behind our table at the Lilac Festival, Pam assisted when
her daughter, Paula, did an internship with our organization and oversaw our
presence at the festival. Pam has also helped at our table at the Park Avenue
Festival and volunteered her time to help with the Pink Ribbon Run and Walk.
She may keep a low profile, but Pam’s presence within the organization has
been felt by many who have never had the pleasure of meeting her. Since 2010,
she has been the Vice Chair of the Coalition’s Board of Directors, and has put
in countless hours of work with a focus on our Strategic Plan, to ensure that
this organization, as it continues to grow, remains on a rock solid foundation.
Breast cancer may be an unwelcome intruder in Pam’s life, but she
stands strong in the face of it. We are grateful to Pam for her commitment
to those who face this diagnosis, and her hard work on their behalf. Thank
you, Pam, from the bottom of our hearts! h

Fifteenth Anniversary continued

healing from the physical and mental trauma of a breast cancer diagnosis gather on Saturdays with instructors who help guide
the way in a gentle, life-affirming manner. All of our programs continue to be offered free of charge.
Looking back at the first fifteen years of our existence, it is amazing to realize how far we have come, and humbling to
see how far we have yet to go. Many have worked hard to bring us to this day. As with raising children, it takes a village to
build an organization. A countless number of determined, imaginative, kind souls have left their marks on the Coalition.
They are in our minds and hearts as we move toward the day when breast cancer has become nothing but a bad memory.
In the words of Sylvia Cappellino, “Then, and only then, will we close our doors and go home.” h
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Claudia Potter - By Pat Battaglia

I first met Claudia Potter at

a Brown Bag lunch. Reeling from
her diagnosis and feeling the full
impact of the chemotherapy she was
undergoing, she was still able to share
a laugh as she sought answers to her
difficult questions. I learned that she
was a single mom of two teenage boys,
and was doubly impressed at the spunk she showed in the face of breast
cancer. Her journey was a difficult one, but Claudia was also interested
in what others at the table were going through, and became a regular at
Brown Bag Fridays. She was a caring, empathetic presence at the weekly
gathering. Her wry wit and ability to smile at life’s ironies, large and
small, gave hope to those who were going through their own challenges.
Above all, Claudia’s deep love for her boys came through loud and clear
as she spoke of their support and caring throughout her diagnosis and
treatment.
In 2008, I had the unexpected honor of leading the candlelight walk
at Lives Touched Lives Celebrated. Claudia, clearly in pain from an
injured knee, walked alongside me with her cane. As we set an easy pace
for those behind us, we chatted about many things. Having finished her
chemotherapy, she would not allow her discomfort to dampen her spirits.
She spoke of the relief of knowing an especially difficult phase of her
journey was behind her, of the challenges of returning to work, and was
very interested to hear about how I was doing. She lit up whenever she
mentioned her sons, and as my own sons were close in age to hers, we
shared the joys of raising teenage boys. It was clear to me that her children
were the light of her life and the reason she fought so determinedly against
her cancer. Claudia’s warm sense of humor ensured that our conversation
was punctuated by frequent laughter.
I was disheartened to hear last year that Claudia’s cancer had
returned. Thrown back into her struggle, she faced it with characteristic
determination, and with a smile. She checked in with us often at the
Coalition, and spoke with Tracey, who would relay the latest news to me.
Claudia hoped for more time with her boys, and as someone who loved to
cook, she wanted to collect her many recipes in a book to share with the
family she loved so much. But that was not to be; she succumbed to her
illness in December.
Claudia is missed by many, but her bright light will never be
extinguished. Whenever a joke is shared at the Brown Bag table, and
laughter rings out amidst the tears and fears, I’m sure that Claudia is
smiling too. h

Friends Remembered...
Linda Kelly
Kimberly McDonald
Denett Pimkowski

Tributes Welcomed
Would you like to write about
someone you have lost to breast
cancer? We welcome submissions
from friends and family members
and are particularly interested in
hearing stories about how they have
touched and changed your lives.
Please send your submission
(300-500 words) with a
digital photograph to Susan
Meynadasy, BCCR Voices of the
Ribbon Newsletter Editor,
at susan@bccr.org.
We would be happy to honor
your loved ones.
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Behind the Headlines continued

those who may enjoy an occasional glass of wine or other
alcoholic libation, how do you decide what’s truly in your
best interest? Is there a way to make sense of conflicting
reports and decide what the right choice is for you?
When sifting through information, it helps to
remember that headlines are there to incite strong emotions
and draw you into reading the accompanying text. As
you read, consider this question: does the text support the
headline? The logic of the question or issue being addressed
in an article should be readily apparent. The supporting
examples, arguments, and conclusions should follow a clear
line of reasoning. Watch for conclusions that overstate the
facts. For instance, a 50% increase or decrease in relative
risk is an attention grabber. But when the absolute numbers
behind those relative statistics are in the single digits, it
paints a very different picture.
Research generates much that is news-worthy. There are
many types of scientific studies, each with its own strengths
and weaknesses. In most cases, the longer a study has been
conducted and the more subjects involved, the stronger the
evidence obtained. There are exceptions to this, as in the
case of rare cancers where not many subjects are available,
and in prevention trials, which tend to be shorter than
those studying potential treatments. Early trials of new
ideas and treatments are, by their nature, small, as they
work out the details necessary to conduct larger studies. In
general, evidence gathered from clinical trials with large
numbers of subjects is more reliable and useful, versus the
results of studies conducted in mice or a petri dish. Multiple
large studies that draw similar conclusions are the strongest
evidence available.
Returning to the screening mammography question, the
USPSTF document makes it clear that the revised guidelines
are for people who show no evidence of breast cancer and
have no known risk factors. Those who have been previously
diagnosed do not fall into this category. Clinicians and policy
makers are urged to individualize recommendations to the
specific patient or situation. This is, appropriately, a matter
of discussion between people and their doctors, opening the
door to better communication and a health care approach
more finely tuned to individual need.
For those who want to know if it’s safe to consume
moderate amounts of alcohol, note that the Nurse’s Study
reported an increase in relative risk. A 15 percent increase
may sound alarming, but when expressed in absolute terms,
it translates into a very small increment. A typical 50-yearold woman has a five-year breast cancer risk of about 3
percent, and a 15-percent increase would raise that risk
to 3.45 percent.(4) Then there is the Cedars-Sinai study
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suggesting there may be a benefit to drinking red wine.
But comparing these two particular studies is a case of
comparing apples to oranges. The first study was large and
covered a wide range of age groups, while the second one
focused on thirty-six premenopausal women. The decision
to indulge in small-to-moderate amounts of alcohol is a
matter of personal choice, taking into account the true
nature of the evidence as well as individual factors such as
quality of life. It’s all about making the best choice for you,
taking everything that’s knowable into account. Breast
cancer risk reduction doesn’t appear to be a clear call to stop
drinking if you occasionally indulge, or to start drinking if
you don’t.
Headlines can sometimes seem too good to be true.
They may cause people to reconsider some lifestyle choices.
And at times, they may be scary. But it is possible to look
behind the headlines and see the news for what it is - and
for what it isn’t – and to incorporate this understanding
in a way that works for you. You might act on what you’ve
learned, or mentally file it for future reference, or disregard
it altogether. The role of self-advocate isn’t always easy or
clear. But in the absence of any evidence that things need
to be easy in order to be worth doing, or that all questions
have clear answers, the choice to be your own advocate is
not only viable, it is arguably the wiser option. h
1.) U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, Screening for Breast
Cancer: U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation
Statement, 17 November 2009, Annals of Internal Medicine
Volume 151 • Number 1
http://www.annals.org/content/151/10/716.full.pdf+html
2.) Wendy Y. Chen MD MPH, Bernard Rosner PhD, Susan E.
Hankinson ScD, Graham A Colditz MD DrPH, Walter C.
Willett MD DrPH, Moderate Alcohol Consumption During
Adult Life, Drinking Patterns, and Breast Cancer Risk, The
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), http://
jama.ama-assn.org/content/306/17/1884.short
3.) Chrisandra Shufelt, C. Noel Bairey Merz, YuChing Yang, Joan
Kirschner, Donna Polk, Frank Stanczyk, Maura Paul-Labrador,
Glenn D. Braunstein. Red Versus White Wine as a Nutritional
Aromatase Inhibitor in Premenopausal Women. Journal of
Women's Health, 2011; 111207083142004 DOI: 10.1089/
jwh.2011.3001
4.) O’Connor, Anahad, A Few Drinks a Week Raises Breast
Cancer Risk, The New York Times Wellblogs, Wednesday,
January 8, 2012, http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/11/01/afew-drinks-a-week-raises-breast-cancer-risk/
For further empowerment:
http://www.healthnewsreview.org/toolkit/tips-for-understandingstudies/
http://www.breastcancerdeadline2020.org/know/31-truths-2011
http://www.dslrf.org/breastcancer/content.asp?CATID=60&L2=1
&L3=6&L4=0&PID=&cid=596&sid=132

Breast Cancer Incidence Rates Are No Longer Declining
in U.S. Women

B

etween the years 2002 and 2003, breast cancer rates declined 7% among
non-Hispanic white women. This decrease followed in the wake of a sudden
and dramatic decrease in the use of hormone replacement therapy (HRT) by
menopausal women. The use of this therapy declined sharply after the release of
findings from a study conducted by the Women’s Health Initiative that pointed
to HRT as a contributing factor in breast cancer. The initial downturn in the
numbers of new diagnoses appears to have leveled off. According to researchers
from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the American Cancer Society, the
marked decline in breast cancer incidence did not continue beyond 2003.*
Data from the NCI’s Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results
Program (SEER) showed a 7% decrease in breast cancer rates between
2002 and 2003. In reviewing the statistics for the years from 2003 to 2007,
researchers found that overall breast cancer incidence rates did not change
significantly among non-Hispanic white women in any age group. The steep
drop in incidence in 2002-2003 was not observed in Black and Hispanic
women, and trends for these groups remained stable during the following
years as well. Rates did increase 2.7% per year for estrogen receptor positive
(ER) diagnoses among women ages 40-49, and decreased for ER negative
breast cancers in the same group, as well as for those in the 60-69 age group.
The authors of the 2011 study, which was published in the March edition
of the journal, Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention, conclude that
further study is needed to understand their observations. While it is clear that
the decrease in breast cancer rates attributable to the decrease in the use of
HRT has leveled off, the reason for the increasing rate of ER positive diagnoses
in the 40-49 age group is a question that deserves careful attention. h
*Carol DeSantis, Nadia Howlader, Kathleen Cronin, Ahmedin Jemal; Breast cancer
incidence rates in US women are no longer declining; Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers &
Prevention, 20(5); 733–9. ©2011 AACR
http://cebp.aacrjournals.org/content/20/5/733.full
For further information:
http://www.knowbreastcancer.org/news-research/news/breast-cancer-incidence-rates.html

Advocate’s Spirit Award continued

and the power of human touch. In
addition to the latest chemotherapy
and radiation treatments, patients
are provided with an array of
complementary therapies such as
oncology massage, tai chi, gentle
yoga, support groups and nutritional
counseling. In May of 2011, the
Pluta Center was one of sixty-six
cancer centers worldwide that were
awarded a three-year certification
by the Quality Oncology Practice
Initiative, an affiliate of the
American Society of Clinical
Oncology (ASCO), for outpatient
hematology-oncology practices
that meet the highest standards for
quality cancer care.
Barbara Bush once said of her
family, “To us, family means putting
your arms around each other and
being there.” The members of the
Pluta family, in being there for each
other, have widened their reach to
encompass many in the community
who have been diagnosed with
cancer. In building an exceptional
treatment facility from the ground
up while never losing sight of the
reasons for doing so, they have
reached an innumerable number of
people and touched their lives in
meaningful ways. h

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/02/110228130837.htm

Reflections from NBCC continued

program investigating a vaccine for breast cancer. It has been proven that the immune system responds to breast cancer.
Work is now being done on harnessing that same immune response to create a preventive vaccine. Researchers are also
working on a therapeutic vaccine to prevent secondary metastasis. There have been animal studies showing that when
vaccinated with antigens that were expressed by the tumor cells, tumor development was prevented. Dr. Lee explained
that one of the biggest challenges would be to create a vaccine that will be safe and have broad efficacy.
As I prepare to attend NBCC’s 2012 Advocate Summit in May, I am excited to learn how much progress has
been made toward the Breast Cancer Deadline 2020. An early outline of the schedule includes Research Updates
from the Year, Overcoming Barriers to Change, and Making an End to Breast Cancer a National Priority.
In the United States, approximately 1 in 8 women will develop invasive breast cancer in the course of her lifetime.
Lauren became part of that statistic yesterday. As we look to 2020 and consider a world without breast cancer, I am
reminded of a saying that Shelley once shared with me: “I pray for patience and I want it now!” Those who know me can
affirm that patience is not always one of my strengths. And so, I pray for an end to breast cancer, and I want it now. h
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Ridge Road Fire Department

ur Fundraising Friends
Tigers In Pink! RIT Women’s Hockey Team

The Tigers presented the Coalition with a check for $3,825.12
before their home game on January 6. Connie Zeller accepted
the check,
accompanied
by her daughter
Alicia’s hockey
team members.
Thanks to the
team for their
fundraising efforts
last fall and
congratulations
on a winning
season!

Brockport High School Football
The team collected donations and
presented the Breast Cancer Coalition
with a check for $1,655. Thank you for
your support!

School #23 5th Graders
Reading Challenge

Thanks to the students who raised
$642 through their reading program.

St. Johns of Rochester Euchre
Tournament

The 4th annual Euchre Tournament
raised $500 for the Breast Cancer
Coalition. Thank you, St. Johns!

Rockcastle Florist Car Wash Fundraiser

Employees and friends came out, despite the damp, windy
weather, to hold their annual car wash on October 16 and still
managed to raise $1,000. Thank you, Rockcastle Florist!

Charlotte High School Varsity Club

Charlotte High School Varsity Club athletes collected
donations on October 6, as part of their Spirit Week. Thank
you for the $177 donation!

Highland Hospital Pink Glove Dance

Xerox Chili-N-Hot Dog

The Xerox Good
Neighbor Committee
held their annual
Chili-N-Hot dog
lunch on November
11 and raised $2,000
for the Breast
Cancer Coalition of
Rochester. Volunteers
brought in various
kinds of chili and
desserts and raffle
prizes were donated
for the event.
Employees were
able to enjoy lunch,
listen to music and
Joanne Thorton presenting Angie Demyda
with the donations raised at the annual Xerox purchase raffle tickets
for a worthy cause.
Chili & Dog Fundraiser

Sue Davis (left) and Kelly Seigfred present Holly Anderson with a check for
$500 from the Ridge Road Fire Department on January 17, 2012

Churchville-Chili Saints
Hockey Team

The Churchville-Chili Saints
Varsity Hockey team held a fundraiser
for the Breast Cancer Coalition. The
players, coaches and parents once
again raised money by setting up tables
outside of local restaurants, raising
$1,215.43.
Tom & Lori McJury and their
daughter accepted the check on
behalf of the Coalition with Coach
Young and the Saints Varsity Hockey
team members prior to the game vs.
Brockport on January 10, 2012.
The team has been collecting
donations and raising funds for the
Coalition since 1999! Thank you, Saints
for your continued support!

Odyssey Modified Boys Soccer
Basketball Fundraiser

The Breast Cancer Coalition is thrilled for Highland
Hospital’s second place win in the Pink Glove Dance Video
Contest last fall. We also appreciate that they chose our
organization to receive the $5,000 prize, which will go to our
initiative to help fund a mammography unit at the Anthony
Jordan Health Center. We salute the energy and enthusiasm
everyone at Highland Hospital put into the video and thank
them for the generous donation.
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On December 20, 2011, the Greece Athena and Hilton
high school boys and girls varsity basketball teams held
a fundraiser during their games at Greece Athena. They
donated the $676 from the 50/50 raffles held that night to the
Coalition in memory of Laura Frazier.

The team members chose to
wear pink socks for their games in
October and collected donations after
each game. Thank you for the $140
donation.

Hover Davis 50/50 Raffle
Women Gynecology & Childbirth Associates
Thank you to Women Gynecology & Childbirth
Associates for your $50 donation, raised by employees’
participation in a “dress down” day.

Employees at Hover Davis, Inc.
raised $175 for the Coalition through
50/50 raffles at their holiday party.
Thank you for thinking of us.

Firefighters
sold t-shirts with
a pink ribbon
on the sleeve
in October to
benefit the Breast
Cancer Coalition.
On January 16,
Randy Jensen,
Sue Davis and
Kelly Seigfred,
event organizer,
presented Holly
Anderson with a
check for $500.
Thank you to
everyone who
participated in
this annual event.

Pink the Rink

Pittsford Panthers junior
varsity and varsity hockey
teams held their annual
“Pink the Rink” games on February
3 to raise funds to fight breast cancer.
The teams played back-to-back games
against the Fairport Red Raiders at
the Sports Centre at MCC. A check
for $5,500 was presented to Coalition
board member, Mary Carafos before
the game. A big “Thank You” to the
Panthers for their ongoing support.

AE Spa Open House

AE Spa collected $359.75 for the
Coalition through raffles at their Open
House on January 21. Thanks for your
generous donation!

Charity Spin

Marti Casper from
Fickle 93.3 and Dylan
Chase organized a great
Cycle for Charity event on
January 29 at Studio Move
in Mendon that raised $280
for the Coalition. Everyone
who turned out had lots
of energy and enthusiasm
while spinning to Marti
and Dylan’s “dueling iPod”
tunes! Thank you Marti
and Dylan for a great
workout!

Fashion For a Cause

The Rochester
Women’s Council of
Realtors held their annual
Charity Fashion Show on
October 12, 2011, at Locust
Hill Country Club and
generously donated $5,732
from the proceeds to the
Coalition. The fashion
show continues to grow
every year and we have
enjoyed a front row seat at
the most exciting fashion
show of the year! As always,
we appreciate the generosity
Janine Pajek, Maureen Toombs, Holly Anderson
of this organization.
& Patti Kesselring
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onations ending December 31, 2011
The name of the individual honored or remembered is shown in bold type.
The Breast Cancer Coalition thanks donors for these gifts made since our last listing.
(Donations made after December 31st will be included in the summer newsletter.)
We apologize for any errors and/or omissions on our donor pages.

In Honor of:
Gale Behrens
Katie Behrens
Robert & Cecilia Berry
Anne DaSilva Tella
Jeanine Bush
Ronald Nohe
Christopher Caldwell, M.D.
Marilyn Andolino
Sylvia Cappellino
Ann Mazzarella
Donald & Hollis A. Creek
Michael Ciavarri
Donald Simonetti, Jr.
Angelina Demyda
Margaret Sprinkle
Kimberly DeYoung
Liz Alo
Mary Brown
Elissa Curtis
Donna DeClemente
Jen Devoe
Betsy Foss
April Griffin
Mary Hadley
Liz Hill
Karla Knauff
Julie LaFave
Beth Peinkofer
Paula Penna
Elly Pensgen
Stacey Pensgen
Patty Phillips
Roberta Rink
Grace Soong
Sharon Stiller
Barb Webster
Marie Wolfanger
Kelly Wolford
Stephen Evangelisti, M.D.
Anesthesia Care Associates, PLLC
Rachel Ford and Joe Mercanti
Wedding Guest
Joe Mercanti
Mary Ann Francis
Veronika Talbott
Margot Garcia
Anne DaSilva Tella
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Nick Agnello
Ann Mazzarella

Bernard & Mary LaVerne
Paul & Gina Samul & Family

Gretchen Apgar
Spencerport Family Medicine

Loretta Garland
Darnell & Gail Garland

Nicholas Babusci
Jim & Barb Zimmerman

Sandra Gazzo
Frederick & Linda Lindenberg
Nancy Parker
Diane Yankloski

Sharon Hausknecht
Joel Fisher

Nora Bredes
William & Kathleen Berry
Charles & Susan Creighton
Peter & Alison Jameson
Richard & Nancy Parker
William & Cristy Richardson
William & Alma Shelly

Marcy Lazio
Lisa Lazio-Maimone

Pege Brooks
Carol Moran

Diane Mazzarella
Ann Mazzarella

Cindy Dertinger
Conor Hickey

Lori Griffin
Joe Mercanti
Valerie Hendricks
Thomas & Kerry DeWolfe

Kris Moss
Megan Mendolera - as a first time
Zumba Instructor

James H. Watters
Robert & Marjorie Bricks

Elsie DiRaddo
Rosemary Bachmann
Brian & Paulette Briskie
Beth Carboni
Wallace Dale
Nelson & Paula DiGennaro
David DiRaddo
Jeanette DiRaddo
Martin & Lorraine Eades
Richard & Louise Fleming
Gallina Development Corporation
Bernard Iacovangelo
Joan Korsch
Linda Lynch
Kevin & Erin Meehan
Peter Mitrano
Robert Nardone
Linda Niccoli
David Olsheski & Karen Hilbert
Jim Peet
Nancy Piccarreto
Ronald & Alice Pratt
Donna Ridley
Isabelle Scalise
Edward & Sophie Schubert
Gerry Wahl
Des Wallner

Dennise Webster
Diane Depree

Michael Fabio
Pamela Fabio

Carol Wheeler
Anne DaSilva Tella

Mildred Fabio
Canandaigua Elementary School
Canandaigua Elementary Sunshine
Committee
Mary Cariola Children’s Center - Social
Work Department
Sandra Henry
Lynn Houseknecht
Vicky Krolikowski

Cathy Nenno
Jim & Joan Nenno
Jennifer & David Nicoletti
Russell & Kathleen Thomas
Cindy Nohe
Ronald Nohe
Joyce Orrico
Frank & Karen Orrico
Edward Parrone
Staff of Parrone Engineering
Judy Rohrer
Ann Mazzarella
Lisa Tydings
Hilton Central School District
Village Elementary School
Mary Steinbugler
Jane Steinbugler
Karen Wallace
Kelley Ann Wallace

In Memory of:
Mary Agnello
Ann Mazzarella

Cheryl Goeller
Marilyn Andraszek
Theresa “Terry” Keenan
Larry & Grace Ansini
Jeffrey, Tracey & Kelly Ingerick
Norman & Pauline Matthews
Steven & Claudia Mills
Bruce Randall

Sandra Smashe
Alice Stott
Emily Testa
Dan & Anita Tice
Janet Mowry
Joyce Aenis
Laurie Pask
Arthur Hengerer
Cathy Picciotti
Alan & Rebecca Bubb
East Rochester Fire Department
Exempts
Patricia Pullano
Xerox - Chili-n-Dog Festival
Pru Poppink
Carol Moran

Rosalie Smith
Elliott & Judy Cassorla
Joe & Francine Cassorla
Christine Rozzi Snyder
Sue & Leah Sharp
Kathleen “Reenie” Strassner
James & Mary McAlpine
Melody Rickert
Shane & Nancy Rickert & Family
Rush-Henrietta Paraprofessional Union
Karen Stetter
Jim Stiles & Family
Joan Updaw
Esther Weber
The Slice Girls Golf League
James & Michele Webster

Lisa Kubby
Wood Packard & Judy Emerson

Claudia Potter
Harry & Judy Wood

Alice Webster
Chet & Kathy Bloden
Josephine Whang

Mary Massaro
Harter Secrest & Emery LLP
Kathleen Michniewicz
William & Diane Morgan
Timothy & Celeste Short
Craig & Nancy Walker
Ingrid Wido

Dr. Ernest Quatro
Dr. & Mrs. Frank LaMar

Founder’s Circle $5,000 +

Charles Mancuso
Larry & Grace Ansini
Eleanor McHale
Thomas & Cheryl Toyama
Marie Mertz
Wallace Wagner
Maira Migliore
Susan Blair
James & Maryann Condello
Joanne DiSalvo
Ferdinand & Mildred Gallo
Frank & Janice Giglio
Michael & Patricia Giglio
Virginia Gallo
Gilbert & Edna Henner
Vincent & Gladys Ilardo
Joan Legonelli
Peter & Norma Romeo
Joanne Taylor
Thomson Reuthers/LEO - John Elstad
Matt & Anna Tyson
Dorothy Morrell
Kay Denton
Ann Kamm
Sandra LoDolce
Ida Mastowski

Aurelia Ranno
Tom & Holly Anderson
Mary Ann Benincasa
Hon. Edmund Calvaruso
Dick & Patti Cataldi
Sam & Corinne Cino
Thomas & Maria Cook
Conservative Party of Monroe County
Carole DeMauro & Family
Joseph & Kathleen Errigo
Jean Lazeroff & Cinthia Garcia
Samuel & Pamela Mastrosimone
Donald & Theresa Mazzullo
Susan Nicolais
John & Nancy Owens
Dominic & Mary Jane Pane
Marie Polito
Diana Rinck
Robert Ross, Jr.
Scott & Marianne Sargent
Trish Stuver
Anthony & Francine Tramonto
Edward White
Harry & Judy Wood
Dr. Robert E. Rosenblum & Harriet
Susskind Rosenblum
Andrea Chasanoff
Melinda Goldberg
Mark Rosenblum
Linda Shepard
Shira Goldberg

Medline Industries - Highland Hospital
Pink Glove Dance Contest
Women’s Council of Realtors - 2011
Fall Fashion Show

Visionary Circle $1,000-$4999
Aladdin’s Natural Eatery - Mr. John
Crawford
Batavia Downs Fundraiser
Big Oak Driving Range & Golf Shop
Bishop Kearney High School Key Club
- Pink Passion Dress Down Day
Brockport Football Boosters Club
Cycle Stop - 4th Annual Dice & Bust Run
Estate of Donald Henderson
Fidelity Charitable Gift - request of Lois
B. Metcalf. Donor Dr. Wende W. Young
Genesee Valley - Henrietta #2290 Loyal
Order of Moose
HAC Girls Soccer Team The Harley & Allendale Columbia Schools
RIT Tigers Women’s Hockey Pink Passion Fundraiser
Rochester Community Foundation Bill & Lisa Sykes Family Fund
Rockcastle Florist - Car Wash
Daniel & Risa Saltzman
Salvatore’S Pizzeria - Pink Slice Box
Promotion
the dancentre - Shop for Hope
The William & Sheila Konar Foundation
Windjammers
Xerox - Chili-n-Dog Fundraiser

Frances Simches
Fred Onufryk
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Advocate’s Circle $500-$999
Allstate Foudation - Ann Breen Employee
Volunteer
Joe Chesbro - ENVY Master Stylist Livonia High School Fundraiser
Donald Henderson - Estate
Long Acre Farms - Pumpkin Painting
Event
Nolan’s on the Lake
George & Margo Novak
School of the Arts - Girls Volleyball
School 23 Reading Challenge
St. John’s of Rochester - 4th Annual
Euchre Tournament
Teleflora & Roll Giving - request of
Robert Guenther
The Westport Fund - Gail McGreevy
Harmon
Whitaker & DePrez Travel Partners,
LLC & Craig Curran

Pink Ribbon Circle $100-$499
American Express Charitable Fund Matching Program
Claudia Birrittella
Anne Bishop
Joseph & Terry Bognanno
Daryl & Marybeth Christiansen
Church of the Assumption
Carole Cilano
Mary Ann Conley
Pamela Cooper
Creative Memories - Croptoberfest Event
Curves of Mendon
Crystal Doody & Maria Grice
Diane & Don Dowling
Paul Emerson
Genesee Valley Penny Saver - Think
Pink Promotion
Micheal & Elizabeth Gioja
Michelle Grandy
Greece Athena Boy’s Varsity Soccer
Team
Amy-Lynn Haller
Derek Harrison
James & Sharon Hausknecht
Mike & Judy Henry
Richard & Mary Johnson
Hilton Cadets Girls Lacrosse Boosters
Inspire Yoga
Timothy Krakowiak - Highland Hospital
Patient Accounts
Norma & Loren Kroll
George & Joan Kuyon
Marc Lepel
Greg MacAnn
Andrew Maltese
Damian Marcello
Martino Flynn, LLC
James & Nona Maurer
Mark McFadden
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Michael Montalto
Odyssey Modified Boy’s Soccer Team
Pathfinder Engineers & Architects LLP
- Wear Pink on Friday
Penfield Pediatrics - Denim for dollars
Red Fedele’s Brook House Restaurant
James & Carol Reynolds
Ridge-Culver Professional Fire Fighters
Association Local #4176
Sandra & Philip Sabatka
Salena’s Mexican Restaurant - Kathryn
Smith’s Painted Skull Raffle
School Without Walls Foundation
Academy - Penny Drive
Section V Field Hockey
Terrence & Terri Sharpe
Carla Sieling
David Staeff
John & Anne Stavisky
St. Rita’s Society
Thursday Night Swing-In-Dance
Community - Marilyn Reich & Scott
Chase
Vanden Brul Foundation - Maria
Vanden Brul
Thomas & Jeanne Verhulst
Volvo Rents
Tony & Joan Vintura
Wegmans Food Markets, Inc. Pharmacy Call Center
Sue Weisler
Brian & Robin Yirinec

Friend’s Circle $50-$99
American Legion - Sons of the American
Legion Post 367
Anonymous
Cory & Zoe Cook
Ana Dejesus
EZ Bottle & Can Return - Sheila Rivers
Debra Kaczmarek & Wendy Koch Garage Sale Fundraiser
Bernard Klem
Frank & Madeline Merkl
Paul & Miriam Parrone
Marie Personte
Lori Prince
Rochester School for the Deaf - Denim
Day
Justin & Julie Roloson
John & Ann Schaefer
Joanne Siegle & Dr. Reuben Epstein
Lisa Smith
Susie Smith
Robert Steehler
Xerox Square 14th. Floor Staff

Contributor’s Circle $1-$49
Anonymous (7)
Barbara Berman
Karl & Catherine Bischoff
Henra Briskin

Kathryn Caprino
Carlyle Group Wealth Sharing Program
Consumer Insights
Ben Cowley
Jody Dietz
Exxonmobile Match - Shirley A. King
Kevin & Mary Ann Fitzgerald
Genesee Valley Oncology Nursing
Society
Jennifer Genzman
Michael Greene
GoodSearch.com
Linda Hall
Carlton Hewings
James Hyman
Michael Holloway
Joseph Jacobs
Matthew & Laura Jonasse
JPMorgan Chase Foundation - Matching
Program
Sylvia King
Kevin & Vipan Lang
Ian McNeill
Waldemar Nieves
Joseph & Patricia Monopoli
Daniel Moran
Elizabeth Murphy
Edith Parchus
Maureen Patti
Trica Peterson
Kimberly Prizel
Mark Raeside
Pamela Rossen
Jean Russo
Nancy Schaad
Cynthia Smith
Gart & Robin Smith
Patricia Smith
Joan Starkweather
Mary Tachco
Andrea Taylor
Dick & Sandy Valliere
Christine Versteeg
Jenny Weisel - Life Journey Massage
Teresa Werth - Pink Passion Book
Fundraiser
Amy Zaccaglino - Silpada Designs

Gifts in Kind:
James & Donna Beane
Marlene Caroselli
Harriet Driss-McTighe
John Frazier
Bridget French
Marcia Gitelman
Bonnie Hawk
Lori Kemp Schneider
School Without Walls Foundation Academy
Miriam Steinberg
Mary Ellen Vollmer
Mary Jane Wenner

Warrior Wall Donors
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Pink

Katherine Macbeth
Harvey Anderson • Paul & Jane Betlem • Paul & Holly Creek • Nannette Nocon •
Avice O’Connell, M.D. & Timothy O’Connor, M.D. • Jerry & Debbie Valentine •
Kitty Van Bortel & Roger Garrett • Stephen Vega, M.D. & Madelyn Garcia • Steve Zwart
Robert Agnello • Richard & Melisande Bianchi • Susanne Callan-Harris & Dave Harris • Richard & Patricia
Cataldi • Linda DiCesare • Carla Giambrone • Ron & Karen LeBlanc • Jim & Lori Lytle • Donna Snyder •
Anne-Marie Strasenburgh • Joyce Wichie & Steve Berke • Elizabeth & Louis Zicari, Jr.
Anne Allen • Morine Amato • Benita Aparo • Karen Ashbaugh • Mark Assini & Mary Ann Clarno • Denise Baker • Richard
Beachner • Matt & Linda Bezek • Rebecca Bezek • Christopher & Valerie Benjamin • Douglas & Jane Bennett • Karen &
Dirk Bernold, M.D. • Dennis & Jodi Beutel • Mike & Anne Bishop • Lila Bluestone • Stewart Bobry • Barb Bonelli • Olga
Borodin Russell • Frank Bovenzi • Tom & Virgina Braun • Josephine Braitman • Donna Breen • Harry Bronson • Kevin &
Kristen Brown • Robert Brunner • Charles & Carol Burkwit • Judy Burmingham • Robert & Kelly Burns • David Burns, M.D.
• Donna Butterbaugh • Jennifer Cadiz, M.D. • Deanna Cahill • Christopher Caldwell, M.D. • Joe & Mary Eileen Callan •
Mark Cappellino • Jim & Sylvia Cappellino • Mary Carafos • Emily Carlson • Mary Casselman • Jack Caton, D.D.S. • Jason
& Chrysa Charno • Kristin Clark • Donna Cleaver • Susan Conkling • Patricia Conolly • Kathleen Cook • Aaron & Laurie
Cook • Tom & Maria Cook • Lee & Betty Ann Cordaro • Carrie Dailor • Marlene Dattilo • Cecilia DeJoy • Patricia DeJoy,
D.C. • Geraldine Del Monache • Jimmy & Mary Jo DeLucia • Carole DeMauro • Angelina Demyda • Janet Derleth • Stamatia
Destounis, M.D. • Michael DiAntonio • Cindy & Louis Dickinson • John & Carol Engel • Lori Farr • Judy Fishgold • Todd
Forgione • Tom Forgione • Joel Fox • Sandra Frankel • Debbie Frati • Bridget French • Mike Frohm • Pam Giglio • Eric & Rosita
Gilbert • Melinda Goldberg & Ron Turk • Nancy Gong • Gaylinn Greenwood, M.D. • Mary Gross • David Guadagnino •
Angela Gumina • Joanne Hammond • Catherine Hausknecht • Charles Hebing • Debbie Heindl • Kevin & Tonya Holahan •
Hilda Horeth • Andrew & Rebecca Hoyen • Deb Huehn • Dotti Humm • Alissa Huston, M.D. • Frank B. & Jean Iacovangelo
• Radha Iyer, M.D. • John Kaupp • Lori Kemp-Schneider • Dennis & Teresa Kennelly • Marcia Krebs, M.D. • Jerry & Debra
Kusse • James LaMuraglia • Debbie & Howard Langstein, M.D. • Jean Lazeroff & Cinthia Garcia • Nancy Leenhouts • Cheryl
Leisner • Neal Levitt, D.D.S. • Gail & Bev Levy • Julie Lewis • Mark & Michele Lewis • Steve & Ardis Lindley • Anthony &
Chris Lopertido • Peter Mancuso • Peter Mancuso, Sr. • Shirley Mandeville • Fran Mann • Irving Mann • Angela Martin • Paula
Martin • Jennifer Mazzarella • Donald & Theresa Mazzullo • Lisa McConnell • George & Eileen McConville • Tom & Lori
McJury • Brian McLaughlin • Jeffrey & Barbara McSpadden • Daniel Mejak • Betty Miller • Dee Miller & Kristin Hunt • Janet
Miller • Carol Moldt • Tom & Kim Moran • Karen Morris • Robert & Laura Mullen • Scott & Janine Nasca • John O’Brien •
Edward & Betty Lou O'Rourke • Dominic Pane • Joe Paris • Sean & Donna Patton • Maria Pellegrino • Susan Peltzer • Ronald
& Mary Pluta • Moira Prister • John & Mary Jo Provenzano • Anthony & Andrea Quercia • Tom & Mary Quinlan • Elizabeth
Quinlan • Mark & Kathy Raeside • Jonelle Redhead • Jim & Judi Redmond • Tom & Michele Reichlmayr • Dusty Rhodes •
John & Jasomine Rhodes • Joseph Robach • Patsy Robertson • Phil & Sandy Sabatka • Julie Sanders • Scott & Marianne Sargent
• Chris & Heather Schaeffer • Agnes & Charles Schiano, Sr. • Chris & Beth Schiano • Michael Schiano • Carl & Jamie Scripps •
Frank Shumway • Kathy Simpson • Jan Skuse • Donna Snyder • Alexander Solky, M.D. • Bill & Kim Taylor • Rachel Taylor • Joe
& Amy Tobin • Anthony Todisco • Tom & Mary Toole • Jim & Anne Townsend • Bridgette A.Wiefling, M.D. & Mark Schiesser •
Anthony Tramonto • Diane & Robert Tripp, M.D. • Jason VanDemark • Karen & Sharon VanMeenen • Jim & Barb
VanValkenburgh • Judy Vernon • David Waldman, M.D. • Kathy Walsh • Craig & Karen Willand • James & Karen Williams •
Terry Wolak • Harry & Judy Wood • Nan Wood • Tom & Sally Zamiara
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pcoming Events & Programs at the Coalition

Wednesday, April 25, 2012

Evening Seminar:
Lymphedema Management & Updates
Speakers:
Howard Langstein, MD & Susan Callan-Harris, PT
7:00 - 9:00pm

Sunday, May 13, 2012

The Healing
Arts Initiative
The Healing Arts
Initiative is an
opportunity to learn
about a practice you
may have heard of, been
curious about, or have
fallen away from due to
breast cancer treatment.
These offerings will be
held in four-week sessions
on Saturday mornings
throughout the year.

MOTHER’S DAY
Pink Ribbon Run & Family Fitness Walk
Ontario Beach State Park
Visit: www.bccr.org to create your own fundraising page!
New Walk Route!
9:00am

Wednesday, May 11-20, 2012
Lilac Festival
To volunteer contact
Angie @ bccr.org

Wednesday, May 23, 2012
Evening Seminar:
Chef Nancy Waldeck
7:00 - 9:00pm

Saturday & Sunday, August 4-5, 2012
Park Avenue Festival
To volunteer contact
Angie @ bccr.org

Offerings such as:
Feldenkrais
Fluid Motion
Gentle Yoga
Pilates
Qi Gong
Tai Chi
For more information,
please call the Coalition
at 585-473-8177
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All events unless otherwise noted are at:
THE BREAST CANCER COALITION OF
ROCHESTER
840 University Avenue

(Between Culver and Goodman)
Questions? Contact the Coalition at (585) 473-8177

T

he Breast
Cancer
Coalition is
pleased to
introduce
a new
item to
our line of
merchandise. This
lightweight,
ladies cut, microfleece fullzip jacket in Kiss Pink is offered in sizes Small,
Medium, Large and X-Large. Two front pockets, open cuffs and hem and our logo complete
the look. You could easily wear this fleece while
running errands, working out, reading a book or
even at The Pink Ribbon Run & Family Fitness
Walk in May!

Take Action!

B

ecome a Supporter of the Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester by making a gift today!

Your donation will ensure that you will receive a
subscription and invitation to all general meetings,
educational forums, and special events. Additionally, you
will help support our goal of creating an active voice in
the Greater Rochester Region in the fight against breast
cancer through advocacy, education, and support.
Name
Address
City

Browse, Borrow & Read
Enjoy
the
Breast
Cancer
Coalition
Library

Zip

Phone
E-mail
I am a breast cancer survivor

S

top by 840 University Avenue in Rochester or call us at 585-473-8177 for more
information or to order one or more! The cost
is $35.00 each. We do accept Paypal as well as
most major credit cards. h

State

$5000

Founder’s Circle

$1000

Visionary Circle

$500

Advocate’s Circle

$100

Pink Ribbon Circle

$50

Friend’s Circle

$25

Contributor’s Circle

$

Other

Gifts of $100 +
receive a
complimentary
Comfort Heart.

I am not able to make a donation at this time
but would like to be on your mailing list.
I would like to make a gift of $
In

Honor of
Memory of

Please send notification of my gift to: (name and address)

Payment Choice
Check, Money Order

Visa/Master Card/AmEx

Amount Enclosed $
Credit Card No.
Expiration
Signature
Name on Card
Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester
840 University Avenue Rochester, New York 14607
(585) 473-8177; www.bccr.org
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Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester
840 University Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607

Voices of the Ribbon
Published Quarterly by the Breast Cancer Coalition of Rochester
Tel. 585-473-8177 • Fax 585-473-7689 • E-Mail: info@bccr.org • Online at bccr.org

Voices of the Ribbon
is published quarterly
by the Breast
Cancer Coalition
of Rochester for the
purpose of providing
encouragement and
inspiration to those
facing a breast cancer
diagnosis, their
supporters, and care
providers.
In addition, it is
intended to impart
accurate, sciencebased information
to enlighten and
empower its
readership.

Save the Date! May 23rd,
a Special Evening Seminar...
P

lease join the Breast Cancer
Coalition of Rochester as we
welcome Chef Nancy Waldeck,
chef, cookbook author and breast
cancer survivor, from Atlanta
Georgia. Chef Nancy will present
her culinary philosophy, “Good
food and wine that you can enjoy
in minutes” and prepare some of
her recipes for guests to enjoy.
Her cook book, Taste and
Savor, will be available for purchase
at the event which she will sign
after the presentation. h
In memory of Jen Schoen

